
Storage Training Week 1

Company Policies and Procedures

Trainee: Start Date:

Dress Code
Refresh policies manual
Ask questions (if any)

What DM Approval means and what needs to be approved by your DM
Existing Customer Price Adjustments
Leaving early (family emergency, sick, etc)
Calling in sick
Emergency situations;

Police
Property Issues

Having to leave the office outside of normal job duties
After hour rentals or anything related to after hours

This includes staying past 5:30 PM
Pay to Vacate deals
Evictions
Liens
Abandonments
Partial payments

Under 1 month's rent
Prorating past 2 weeks

Policy Manual

DM Approval

Tour

Alarm
Signs for the door
Safe
Cash Drawer
Show where everything is in the office

Golf cart unit
When to unlock/lock

Arrive for work
Lunch
Leaving at ANY time

Explain each store has a different golf card unit location
Ensure the door is lifted all of the way 

Dumpsters
Exterior part of the property
Merchandise Unit
Explain store branding (Affordable, Discount, Alamo)

Explain the difference between the types of units

How the keypads work
Manual switch

In office (if applicable)
In computer

Winsen Sentinel

*We want our employees to be familiar with our property, so our employees are informed of where everything is located within the property. 
Office Tour

Property Tour

              (Put golf cart in golf cart unit before locking)

Climate Control/Dust Control/Drive Up/RV Units/Shop Warehouses

Operations of entrance/exit gates



Gate Maintenance
Take cover off and show how to turn it off and on
Manually open the gate outside

Importance of the flags
When to put them out
Never leave flags out after close

When not to put them out
Raining
30mph winds

When looking the at property (American Flag – to the left, then Texas, etc)
Always ensure flags are in pristine condition before putting them out

Why do we put flags out and wavey guy?
Catches the attention of drive by traffic

Dumpsters
Exterior part of the property
Merchandise Unit
Explain store branding (Affordable, Discount, Alamo)

Average going rate of the most commonly rented unit times the length of the stay
Most commonly rented is a 10x10

Most vacant
Mid-size that can accommodate anybody’s needs

Leads
Walk In Leads
Over the phone Leads

Flags

What is a storage lead worth?

Turn off the Alarm
Why?

Accidental alarm triggers cause us a $50 charge per panic button/alarm going off
Turn on office lights

Earliest clock in is 8:30 AM – 8:45 AM
Tardy at 8:46 AM

Send in a Tardy Notice to your DM and HR Director

Switch the front door sign to the “Manager on Property” sign when leaving the office for the walk thru

Ensure to lock all doors to the office when leaving for the Walk Thru
Front door, side door, back door

Put flags/inflatable guy before starting drive thru

Drive Thru 

Start from 8:45 AM to 9 AM (Unless rentals call/come in – always prioritize rentals)
Notate anything that falls into the categories on your choice of note-taking (such as phone, activity sheet, notepad, etc.). Please transfer your notes to the
Daily Activity Sheet.

Alarm/Lights

Clock In

Front Door Sign

Lock Doors

Flags/Inflatable tube Guy

Daily Activity Sheet

Daily Golf Cart Drive Thru (THIS IS TO BE DONE EVERY MORNING) – Weather permitting

(If 2 workers are in the office, please only have 1 stay in the office while the other does the walk thru)

Morning Procedures



What is a drive thru?
Most important thing that we do to ensure that our tenants items and property are safe and secure
To check all units to ensure everybody has a lock
Look for locked open

Locked open units is when the lock is on the unit, but the latch is not secured in the correct position
Empty units
Property damage
Trash on property

Pick up major trash during walk thru
Dumpster check

Make sure that you are putting eyes on every single lock/latch on unit
When a customer or new rental calls and says they are at the door, stop the walk thru, explain to them that you will be in the office shortly and
immediately go to the office. 
Climate control halls

Leaks

Print out Walk Thru Report
Check each individual unit

Ensure correct units are over locked
Match units to form
Modify unit notes if needed

Scan Walk Thru Report and sent to DM and RM.

Complete Walk Thru - Performed Every Friday

What is the use for the Property Map?
The property map is used to keep track of all units on your property.
It’s used for reference and show our customers how to get to their unit when they rent. 

Daily Updates 
After your daily drive thru the property map board is to be updated and marked units that moved out that day with a RED border. 

Once A Week Update 
The property map board is to be completely updated and checked a minimum of once a week on Friday. The difference from the daily update is that the
vacancy report is to be printed out, and every unit cross-referenced with the report for any units marked incorrectly. (This is done to make sure we know
exactly what units we have ready to show and what units we must clean)

Why Color Code The Units On The Board 
When keeping track of units on the board with different colors, we do this to know what we can rent on the fly without having to open each unit every day.

Color Codes  
Outlined RED border – Needs to be cleaned

Units marked with a RED border indicate it’s recently been moved out and needs to be cleaned and could possibly have smaller items left over in it.
(We do not show these to a potential new customer).

RED (solid) – Has been cleaned and is show ready
Units marked and colored in solid RED indicates it’s recently been cleaned and is ready to show a customer. 

BLACK (solid) – Unrentable, Employee trade out
Units marked and colored in solid black mean UNRENTABLE or an employee trade out. 

BLUE (solid) – Large items left behind that need to be moved, build up unit, Lien unit or has damage and unable to rent. 
Units marked and colored in with BLUE means build up unit, Lien unit, damaged, or it has larger items left inside that need to be broken up and
thrown away or moved to a build up unit for a future auction. 

Golf Cart
Purpose – Our Golf cart provided to help us for many reasons

Property map 

Golf Cart Unit

Morning Operations

To help our employees get around the property and accomplish tasks easier than walking.

To take customers when showing a unit. Why do we take a customer to show them a unit? (This will be elaborated on more in the sales section). 

Holds our cleaning materials (Broom, Blower, Bug sprayer, Rat poison, Overlocks) So we don’t have to carry around all these items in our hands.

1.

2.

3.



Cleanliness 
The Golf cart must be kept cleaned and organized daily! This includes the storage areas on the cart and the seats. Our customers sit on the seats,
they should never be dirty! Use Glass cleaner to keep the seats clean and the body of the cart. 
Organization on the cart – all overlocks, Blue and orange must be kept and stored on the driver side. There should be nothing on kept or stored on
the passenger / customer side of the cart. 
Nothing is to be kept or stored in the small space under the back seat. 
All trash picked up on property and cut locks should be thrown away once the cart is parked. These items can never be kept on the cart. Our cart
must be kept cleaned and always organized for showing customers a unit. If our cart is dirty and unorganized, we look unprofessional. 

Golf Cart Unit 
Every store has a Golf cart. All carts have a unit they are stored in. 
The golf cart units must be kept cleaned and organized. All supplies, tools and shelves need to be organized and easily accessed daily. 
The unit must be locked when the property is unattended by an employee. We do not want anything stolen. 

Maintenance 
The cart requires maintenance a minimum of once a week. 
Maintenance Includes:

Tires – 
Checking the golf cart tires for low tread, bold spots, and flats.

Battery maintenance – 
All batteries are stored under the seat on the cart. Each batter has two sections that store water in them. Both sections must be opened on
each battery to check water levels. The water must be above the carboard inside. If the water is lower than the cardboard, water will need to
be added via funnel and the distilled water that’s stored in the golf cart unit. 
When adding water to each battery – 

The water cannot be filled all the way to the top. The water must be just above the carboard. If each section has too much water, it can
cause the battery to swell and over a short time go bad. 

Cleaning the battery terminals – 
Each battery has two terminals on the top. Both terminals will accrue corrosion, and this will over time eat away the cables that go to each
terminal. This will cause the batteries to not get a charge, and they will become bad. 

Spray each terminal with the “Terminal cleaner” can and let sit for about 2-3 minutes. After that time, a wire brush is needed to clean each
terminal by brushing away any corrosion. Corrosion usually has a green color to it. 
Once the corrosion has been brushed away complexly, you will need to spry the “Terminal Protector” can on each terminal to help prevent
corrosion. 

Air compressor - 
All tires need to be at a minimum of 15-25 PSI tire pressure. 

Battery Cost
Each battery for the golf cart cost around $125 - $150 each. A single golf cart can have 6-8 batteries. If we have to replace batteries on a cart, it can
cost over $1000. If batteries are not maintained weekly, it can cost the company a lot of money to replace them. 
Battery life – Batteries should last 4-5 years without having to be replaced if they are maintained weekly and correctly.

Charging
The cart should be charged daily during business hours. The best time to charge your cart is after your morning drive thru while you run cards, make
follow-up callas and collection calls. To fully charge a cart, it takes around 2-4 hours and should hold a charge for an entire 24-hour period. 
DO NOT leave a cart charging overnight. This could lead to the cart potentially catching fire. 

Safety
We must remember to take golf cart safety very seriously. 
Always pay attention and be cautious of your surroundings when operating any vehicle. 
Watch your speed when driving around the property. It’s not GO cart. Slow down when coming to intersections or turns on the property. Customers
can sometimes go around corners too fast. Which can cause an accident or wreck.
Cell phones are not to be used while operating the cart. The only exception is phone up to your ear, headphones, or air pods.
Remember, the golf cart is a tool provided to help make our jobs easier. If we abuse or neglect the cart, then we won’t have one. 
Driving the cart around property, be cautious of other customers and their vehicles. We don’t want to hurt anyone because we weren’t paying
attention. 
Look for oncoming vehicles before backing out of the golf cart unit. 
Check to make sure the flags and tools are out of the way before backing out to insure we don’t hurt ourselves and damage our tools / cart.
DO NOT drive the cart on the street. The cart is not meant to be driven on the street.



Bug sprayer
Purpose - 

 We mix and spray our own Insecticide or bug killer. We spray this chemical to prevent insects from spreading throughout properties. A lot of the
time, customers bring insects in with their items. Our insecticide helps kill them in the unit and any future problems. 

Where to Spray -
The interior of each storage unit is to be sprayed on the concrete following the walls and the storage threshold where the door shuts. 

When to Spray - 
Every storage unit is to be sprayed after it has been completely cleaned, swept and blown out. Make sure to keep your mouth closed and to not
spray it into your face or eyes. Wash your hands once you have finished spraying. 

Bottle - 
The sprayer has a pump handle at the top to help build up pressure for better flow of water. The wand has a handle and a button. 

Mixing - 
When mixing the insecticide. Make sure you are in the golf cart unit or outside. Don’t mix the chemical while indoors or in the office. The correct
mixture for insecticide is 1.oz per 1 gallon

Example: 1 gallon sprayer bottle= 1.oz of insecticide 
Example: 2 gallon sprayer bottle = 2.oz of insecticide 

Make sure to release the pressure from the bottle before opening the handle at the top. The handle will spin to loosen and open. This is where
you will wash out the old chemical with the water hose and add the new insecticide with water. Along the side of the bottle, it will have a “full” line.
Do go above this line when adding water. 
Once you have added the water and correct amount of insecticide, put the handle back in and twist it until it's snug. (No reason to over tighten, It
will only make it harder to open later). Pump the sprayer, and you're good to start spraying. 

When we spray - 
Make sure to keep your mouth closed and to not spray it into your face or eyes. Wash your hands once you have finished spraying. 

Rat poison
One packet of the “FINAL” rat poison is to go on the interior of the unit on both sides of the door in the track. Tear the corner edge open and place
in the track where it isn’t visible to customers.

Grinder 
Purpose:

To cut locks off for our customers. Customers are not allowed to cut off their own locks for safety reason and our policy. Also, for units that go into
lien. 

Fee: 
We charge our customers a standard $20 lock cutting fee. 

Repurchase lock:
The customer must purchase a new lock with us or have one already with them before we will cut the lock off. This is to make sure they can re-
secure the unit after we cut the old lock off. 

Proper paperwork:
The Authorization and release form must be filled out and signed by the customer before we cut their lock off. When cutting off a lock for a lien
unit. This form is not required. Only the primary tenant can authorize us to cut their lock off and sign the paperwork. In certain situations, the
access rights can authorize the lock to be cut. Discuss with your District manager before we authorize an access right to have a lock cut off. 

Safety - See Safety video for more details
We must wear all protective attire which includes, safety glasses and approved gloves. 

Changing or replacing a grinder blade - Refer to safety video 
Charging batteries:

All batteries must always be fully charged to ensure our equipment is ready to use when needed. 

Authorization of use
Before we rent a trailer out, we must ask the qualifying questions. 

What are you using the trailer for?
Where are you taking the trailer?
Updated and valid DL and Insurance? 
Two-inch ball is required. 

Company Vehicles - 

Cleaning Units – See training videos 

Trailer Rentals



Policy for trailer rentals
See our trailer rental form for what we allow and don’t allow. 

Sales 
Do they have a unit with us? 

This can affect the price we charge for the rental fee and deposit. Over the phone sales. We must treat all trailer rental sales like our storage rental
calls. Ask the proper questions and upsell the trailer. 

Paperwork  - *See example of fully filled out forms
The entire trailer rental form must be completed and signed before the trailer used and leaves its parking spot. No check payments for trailer rentals or
deposits. No cash for deposit. Credit or debit card only for deposit. Cash or Card is acceptable for rental payment.

Maintenance / Repairs 
Flooring must be in good condition with NO wholes where a customer could step through and get hurt. Check for rotten wood. 
All tires must be in good working order. Aired up, no flats, not bold or showing the wire. For replacing a tire see training video. 
All gates must have the proper gate pins. 

Lights
All taillights must be in working order along with the light connector. 

Jack
Must be able to go up all the way and down to unhook from trailer and so it won’t get damaged while rented out. 
Trailer hitch coupler must be operational and lockable. IF not, then the trailer cannot be rented out. 

Safety chains 
Both hooks and chains must be in working condition before renting out. 

Safety 
Hooking up a trailer for a customer by operating their vehicle – The customer must sign our Authorization and release form before we can operate their
vehicle to back up to the trailer. 

When hooking up a trailer - See training video
When changing a trailer tire - See training video
Inspection - See training video 
Cleanliness 

When a trailer is returned, make sure to remove any leftover items and trash, so the trailer is ready for the next customer. If your trailers get filthy with
mud or lots of dirt. Use your water hose to wash off what you can. If it's really thick dirt and mud, contact your District manager to possibly take it to
Manuel car wash station. 

Air compressor 
All tires need to be between 50-65 PSI tire pressure. 

Types of Self Storage Units
Drive Up – Similar to garage
Climate – Similar to home 

(Insulated, A/C in summer, heat in winter, extra security on doorways, and carpet in hallways to eliminate dust, overhead lights in halls)
Dust Control - Similar to climate without temperature control

(Insulated, extra security on doorways, and carpet in hallways to eliminate dust, overhead lights in halls) 

Familiarize yourself with prices and specials and the verbiage that comes with it
Navigate the website such as:

Tabs, RV page, Shops Page, etc.
The reason why we check this:

Different store may offer different prices, specials, sizes, types of units.

Why know our prices and specials?
We are the storage experts; we should know all the sizes and pricing at the top of our heads for when showing a unit. 

Know where your pricing sheet is and reference it
Fees associated with prices

Different type of Maintenance fees per location
Self-Storage, RV, Shop Warehouses (Included in the price online)
SPP cost and coverage amounts
Locks (Single, Combo, Double Pack) if purchased

What does SPP mean?
Secure Lease Protection Plan (this is not insurance, we do not explain or sell this as insurance) – REQUIRED for all units that are not RV/Shop's location or
storing a vehicle.

Units

Website

Specials and Prices



Size Reference
5x10 – Size of a walk in closet
10x10 – Half the size of a 1 car garage
10x20 – Size of a 1 car garage

Why do we reference the sizes like this?
Most of our tenants have never stored before, so they are unfamiliar with the verbiage of us saying, "5x10, 10x10, 10x15", etc. Instead, we reference the
sizes of our units to their everyday standard size storage whether that be from their pantry, closet, garage, etc. 

The yellow form must be given with an explanation on how to fill it out. Do not hand it to them and say “fill this out”. It must be completed
properly:

Required Information
Only ONE person can be the primary Tenant on the account.*
Current address*
Phone Number*
Email*
A minimum of 4 people on the Tenant Information Sheet*

Why do we need 4 contacts on file?
Can’t get hold of them, we can call more people to get a hold of tenant. 
If we do not have anyone on access, we cannot provide information regarding the tenant's account in cases of emergency or death.

Credit/debit card information*
Review the form when “completed” to ensure that it has been completely filled out.

Tenant Information Sheet - [Reference video]

Airtable Tour

What it is, Where it is, How to access it
Digital access to daily forms, maintenance requests, etc.
Designated place for everything that you need in one area.
Familiarize yourself with how to access Airtable and what it entails

Familiarize yourself with the training hub and what it entails, such as:
IT Requests
Training Materials and Information

Review all training videos (it is important to review for policies, procedures, and how to do things correctly)
HR Information

Airtable Tour

Training Hub

End of Day Operations

Why is there a close, and why do we send it in?
Collect revenue
Completion of Daily tasks
Corporate office can monitor was it going on at the property on a daily basis

Teach how to attach and correctly name file before sending. (see video)

The daily activity sheet is to be taken when unlocking and locking unit(s), so that we can ensure the correct units were locked/unlocked.
Overlock past due units

Use the Nacho Lock
Overlock when a tenant is past due on their account, so the tenant cannot move out without paying their balance.

Unlocks
Unlock units that paid their past due unit that same day.
Unlock rented units that day

To secure our property so no one has the ability to take our property easily

*Follow proper procedures before we close out the store everyday
Close

Locks & Unlocks

Trailers Locked



Why do we put flags away?
Reduce damage
Do not get stolen
Doesn’t look like we are open

Earliest we can put flags away?
Monday through Friday - 5:25 PM (Unless instructed otherwise by your DM’s)
Saturdays - 3:55 PM (Unless instructed otherwise by your DM’s)

Why do we lock the golf cart unit?
To ensure that our items do not get stolen overnight

Earliest time to lock golf cart unit – 5:30 PM (M-F) and 4 PM (Saturday)
May need it for a last minute rental
Still need to for flags 

Make sure the golf cart is not charging overnight and turn it off.

Lock the doors
Why do we lock the office?

So no one can come in and steal things in our office. We make sure to lock all doors for this reason.
Clean and organize office desk

File all paperwork
Shred sensitive information

Adjust the temperature
Cost saving measures

Cash/Cash Drawer
Lock in safe

Forwarding phones
Make sure it is going to the correct phone number
Why do we forward phones?

After hour rentals
Customer service
Emergency calls

Turn off “Open” sign and place the “Sorry We Missed You Sign” on front door
Clock out, Turn off lights, Set alarm

Make sure open sign is off
Lock the front door

Make sure that the door is locked by gently tugging on the door
Leave the front door only

Put Flags Away/Inflatable Tube Man

Lock Golf Cart Unit

Closing the Office
*Closing the office cannot start is until after flags have been put away.

End of Week 1


